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ABSTRACT
The intrusion of an unknown substance within a water distribution system can dramatically disrupt
the ability to deliver sufficient quantities of clean water. Although prompt detection can be
considered the most important matter to protect public from ingestion of unknown substances, it is
equally critical that a managing authority locate the intrusion, and return the network to standard
operation. This study investigates the use of previously studied inline mobile water quality sensors
in an “on-demand” fashion to localize potential contamination intrusion locations. This study
employs mobile sensors to traverse through water distribution system pipes along paths that
provide the most new information about potential source location contamination statuses. Using
network connectivity, upstream regions of nodes traversed by the mobile sensors are deemed either
a feasible or infeasible intrusion region based on the contamination status determined by the
mobile sensor. Successively, mobile sensors are input until the region of potential intrusion is
smaller than a defined threshold number of network nodes. Results of the mobile sensors employed
for contamination intrusion localization are compared to the fixed sensor information. This study
represents a preliminary investigation of a simple heuristic method to best deploy mobile water
quality sensors for contamination event localization.
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INTRODUCTION

A contamination within a water distribution system (WDS) poses a large threat public health. Given
large populations that are dependent on a centralized water distribution system, an intrusion of a
contaminant within the system can easily expose a large number of people to potentially harmful
substances. It is crucial that a contamination in a WDS is promptly detected and appropriate
warnings are issued to inform the public of potential danger. Although detection can mitigate the
risk for harmful contaminant exposure, a managing authority still must return the WDS to
operational condition. Following successful detection of a contamination event, the authority
managing a WDS must act to determine where the intrusion took place. In many cases the intrusion
localization task is quite difficult. Known water quality data from fixed monitoring stations are
sparsely distributed at locations within the WDS; and although these data assist in identifying a
possible contamination location, the sparsity of these data leave large potential regions of intrusion
that need to be explored to identify the source of a contamination.
This study explores the use of an inline mobile sensor for locating the source of a contaminant
intrusion. Inline mobile sensors have been previously developed to measure water quality in water
distribution systems, and are commercially available for leak detection in water distribution
systems. An inline mobile sensor deployed within a water distribution system is envisioned to be
carried from pipe to pipe by flow throughout the WDS and in real time measure water quality and
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wirelessly upload these data to fixed ground transceiver beacons. For the task of contamination
event localization, inline mobile sensors can provide high resolution data along their flow path,
which can be used to increase the knowledge about the spread and source of a contamination event
within a water distribution system.

1.1

Literature Review

Addressing a WDS contamination as a three-part problem: 1. detection of a contamination, 2.
localizing the source of the contamination, and 3. returning the network to operational conditions;
part 1 has received a much larger portion of study by the WDS research community. Typically, part
1 studies identify the best locations to place a set of water quality monitoring stations within a
WDS, or develop algorithms to identify contamination events from real time water quality data.
Optimal sensor locations have been identified using flow connectivity and travel time relationships
[1][2][3], genetic algorithms [4][5][6], greedy algorithms [7][8][9]. Research later relaxed ideal
conditions to account for variability in contamination event characteristics [10], imperfect sensor
detection [11], and water quality uncertainty [12][13].
Recently, multiple studies have focused on using contamination detection data to identify
contamination event locations probabilistically [14][15][16] and using decision trees [17]. In this
study, a directed graph is generated based on WDS flow patterns to identify potential “upstream”
contamination event locations. A simple heuristic algorithm is employed to determine input
locations of successive mobile sensors, which provide the most information about the potential
source of a contamination event. Mobile sensors are continuously input until a defined threshold
“localization accuracy” is met, or until no information is gained about the potential contamination
event source.

2

METHODOLOGY

A simple connectivity based algorithm is used to identify the potential “upstream” nodes in a WDS
which may have been the source of a contamination event.

2.1

Contamination Event Simulation

All WDS hydraulic and water quality simulations are preformed using EPANET 2 [18].
Contamination events are simulated by a constant mass input rate during a defined input time, such
that the total amount of mass input in the network is constant for all possible input times. Following
contamination input, an EPANET hydraulic and water quality simulation is extended for 14 days to
appropriately describe the long term effects of the contamination. In this study, contamination
events took place for 120 hours, with total mass input of 5 kilograms.
Following the initial detection of a contamination event, the initial region of potential intrusion
(RPI) is defined as all nodes located upstream from the fixed sensor that initially detected the
contamination. Mobile sensors are then input, according to the algorithm below, such that their
trajectory through the WDS provides the most information about the potential contamination (the
status of the nodes in RPI). Although full enumeration of every possible path is possible, full
enumeration becomes infeasible for large networks and dramatically reduces the computational
efficiency of the proposed method. A simple heuristic method is used to determine a number of
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locations in the network that are likely to lead to a good path for the mobile sensor, if the mobile
sensor is input at these nodes. The algorithm, referred to as InfoPath herein, is described below:

This method backtracks through the WDS, from the initial detection location, along a flow path
which traverses to the upstream nodes that have the largest 1-shell degree (the summed degree of
the node of interest, and all nodes which are neighbors of the node of interest) with the highest
likelihood. Incorporating the 1-shell degree in to the selection scheme proportionally weights nodes
which provide the most information in the event that no contaminant was detected by the mobile
sensor at their location. Weighting the 1-shell degree value according to the proportion of the total
inflow that flows in to a node of interest proportionally assigns importance to the nodes in the graph
that provide the highest likelihood in traversal (a mobile sensor would follow a path that
stochastically traverses pipes that flow out from a specific node).
For each node identified as a C during each iteration of the InfoPath algorithm, the percentage of
RPI nodes that intersect with all previously chosen C nodes is calculated. For a single mobile
sensor, the InfoPath algorithm is repeated 20 times to generate a set of possible mobile sensor input
locations. The final C value which lead to a mobile sensor trajectory with the highest percentage
intersect with the RPI set is chosen as the input location for the respective mobile sensor. Choosing
the maximum percentage intersect maximized the expected intersect between a mobile sensor’s
trajectory and the RPI set; and maximized the efficiency of the information gained along a mobile
sensors path.
Using the InfoPath algorithm for selecting the input locations of mobile sensors, the following
algorithm successively input mobile sensors to provide increased information about a contamination
(σ is a user defined value representing the localization accuracy of the algorithm).
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Evaluation

The proposed contamination event localization method is evaluated against a suite of 100
contamination events. For each contamination event, the average size of the RPI calculated without
mobile sensors is stored, the average number of mobile sensors used in stored, the average size of
RPI with mobile sensors, and the average time required for localization is stored. These values are
compared for parameterization.

2.3

Case Studies

Three sample networks were used in this study, EPANET Net3[18] and KY7 [19]. These networks
were chosen for their unique flow regimes and their scale. For each network a greedy algorithm was
used to place 7 and 14 sensors in the Net3 and KY7 networks, respectively, to best detect
contamination against a suite of 100 contamination events generated using the authors previously
developed neighborhood population based importance metric. Fixed and mobile water quality
sensors were assumed to detect any contamination greater than 0.01 mg/L.
For each WDS network, a suite of 100 contamination events was generated by randomly sampling
contaminations at any point in time and location during the first 24 hours of the simulation. A
baseline study initially evaluated the proposed mobile sensor localization method using a 24 hour
battery life defined for the mobile sensor unit, a 2 hour input delay upon the initial detection, and a
threshold localized RPI size of 5% of network nodes. The sensitivity of the sensor battery life, the
response time between initial detection and the input of the mobile sensor, and the defined
“localized” size of the RPI was evaluated.

3

RESULTS

Employing mobile sensors showed to increase the knowledge of a contamination event compared to
only using fixed sensors. The figure below shows a case where a mobile sensor performs well in
identifying a small potential intrusion region. For the Net3 network, without mobile sensors, 91% of
detected contamination events were located within an RPI of 25 nodes (~25% of the WDS). The
baseline mobile sensor input method located 60% of contamination events within an RPI of 5.7
nodes (~5% of the WDS). A 2% RPI localization threshold located 51% of contamination events
within and RPI of 5 nodes (~5% of the WDS); and a 15% RPI located 77% of all contamination
events within and RPI of 8 nodes (~8% of the WDS)..
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Figure 1:Example
good case of a mobile sensor
employed for
contamination source localization. The maximum information gain by the mobile sensor takes place
at 14:42 (5 hours and 42 minutes following the time of intrusion).
Figures 2 and 3 present the evaluation measures and sensitivities of the mobile sensors used for
event localization on the NET3 network.

Figure 2: Boxplots comparing the evaluation results of mobile sensors employed for contamination
event localization on the Net3 network.
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Figure 3: Boxplots comparing the evaluation results of mobile sensors employed for contamination
event localization on the Net3 network.
On the KY7 network, similar results were observed (figures 4 and 5); without mobile sensors, 92%
of detected contamination events were located within an RPI of 74 nodes (~15% of the WDS). The
baseline mobile sensor input method located 58% of contamination events within an RPI of 14
nodes (~3% of the WDS). A 2% RPI localization threshold located 38% of contamination events
within and RPI of 8 nodes (~1% of the WDS); and a 15% RPI located 88% of all contamination
events within and RPI of 41 nodes (~10% of the WDS). The boxplot below compares the evaluation
measures and sensitivities of the mobile sensors used for event localization on the KY7 network.

Figure 4: Boxplots comparing the evaluation results of mobile sensors employed for contamination
event localization on the KY7 network.
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Figure 5: Boxplots comparing the evaluation results of mobile sensors employed for contamination
event localization on the KY7 network

4

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed method has successfully incorporated inline mobile sensors for contamination event
localization within a water distribution system. Inline mobile sensors are intelligently input to the
network, such that their flow path through the network provides the most information about the
potential contamination source.
This preliminary investigation shows that inline mobile sensors can dramatically reduce the size of
the potential contamination source node set, however, this has shown to increase the likelihood that
a contamination source is outside of the RPI. Future studies can greatly (and simply) expand on this
naive method via: introducing probabilistic computation of source locations to accommodate fuzzy
data, and imperfect sensor measurements and incorporating fixed sensors data streams to bolster the
mobile sensor data for better results. An interesting component of this research reflects on the
branched or looped nature of a WDS. Contamination localization is simple in a branched network as
the mobile sensor must simply pass near the source for localization. In a looped network, the RPI
calculations are much more complex, and reducing the size of the RPI is a difficult task.
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